
Rolling Substitution Rules and Process 
 

1. A maximum of 12 substitutions (Changes) per team per match shall be allowed.  
2. An additional 4 substitutions shall be permitted in cup games (NOT AIL) which moves into 

EXTRA time. 
 

3. Changes under this Law shall include blood replacements and injuries; indeed, any time 
one player replaces another player from the same team other than front-row 
replacements required after a yellow card (see 7. below). 

 
4. When a player has a blood injury and is replaced by another player and then returns to the 

field of play within the permitted time that will count as 2 changes. 
 

5. If a player leaves the field due to a blood injury, that player MUST return to the field of 
play within 15 minutes actual time. If the player does not return within the 15minutes, 
then that player is deemed to have left permanently and cannot take any further part in 
the game. 

 
6. When a player is sent from the field of play under a red card, that is NOT a change. 

 
7.   When a player is temporarily suspended under a yellow card and leaves the field of play 

that is NOT a change. 
 

8. When a scrum is ordered during the temporary suspension of a front-row player (Player 
A), and as a result a player (Player B) is required to leave the field to allow another front-
row player (Player C) to come on that does NOT count as a change.  
If, at the end of the period of temporary suspension, Player A resumes and Player C leaves 
the field, that does NOT count as a change.  
Player B returning to the field of play is also NOT a change.  
If, however, the team opts to leave Player C on at the end of the temporary suspension 
period instead of Player A returning then that IS a change. 

 
9.  After all 12(/16) changes have been made, no other changes will be allowed for whatever 

reason including injuries. If, after the 12(/16) changes have been made there is any reason 
for a player to leave the field of play, the team must play on with one less player. 
Uncontested scrums will apply if this involves a front-row player. 

  
Notes: 
While no front row cover is required in Junior/Provincial and Minor/Regional competitions, clubs 
may nominate front row replacements on the referee’s team-sheet prior to the 
commencement of the match.  Referees will not permit a front row replacement unless the 
player has been properly nominated. 
 



In matches in which front row replacements are required, substitutions and the 
implementation of uncontested scrums will, as in previous seasons, shall be in accordance with 
Law 3 of the game. 
 
In any match in which front row replacements are not required, and uncontested scrums 
become necessary, the side responsible has two options. 

1. If the injured front row player remains on the pitch, or if he leaves the pitch and is 
replaced by a non-front rower, the match will effectively be conceded.  It will continue 
as a friendly but will be awarded to the “non-offending” team, irrespective of the score 
at the time of the incident, or at the end of the match. 

 
2. However, if the injured player leaves the pitch and is not replaced by a substitute, his 

team therefore playing with one man short, the game will continue as a “live” match, 
despite the uncontested scrums, and will be awarded to the team which actually wins 
the game. 


